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Children have been used during the so called Arab Spring in the Arab countries since 2011 as tools at the hands of different group of people to achieve certain benefits. In Egypt particularly during and after the 25th of January Revolution, this phenomenon became obvious where the Egyptian children have been used during demonstrations by revolutionaries, political factions, the state itself or even by their families. Each group uses children to achieve its own interests. Revolutionaries and security forces used them as human shields, whereas political faction especially Muslim brotherhood used them to wear the death shrouds during the sit-ins. Moreover, some families rented their children to participate in these sit-ins and receive money in return. In most of the cases, the children’s abusers or exploiters achieve certain gain whether it is financial or political gain. The families who rented their children got money and those who used them as human shields during demonstrations protected themselves from the opposite side. In this thesis, the use of children in political conflicts will be analyzed in lights of international and national legislation. This thesis argues that the children who have been used as tools during political conflicts in Egypt is considered to be victims of trafficking thus a new form of trafficking is recommended to be added to the Egyptian law. It further argues that the international and national legislation represented by the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and the Egyptian Child Law fail to properly categorize using children in political conflicts as form of trafficking although they both contain articles related to trafficking in persons. On the other hand, this thesis argues that both legislation, the UNCRC and the Egyptian Child Law legally categorize using children in political conflicts as form of violence against those children.
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I. Introduction

Since the start of the 25th of January Revolution, the Egyptian society has suffered from massive human rights violations which were obviously seen among protestors who opposed the government and wanted to throw out the ruler. The violations against demonstrators varied from being unable to demonstrate and to being detained and killed by the government's authorities or by their opponents. Unfortunately, there was a marginalized group among those demonstrators whose rights have been violated in a scene that is full of outrage, bloodshed and cruel killing. In addition, they faced other violations which are considered to be breaching of domestic laws and international conventions Egypt has signed and ratified. During the different scenes of demonstrations in the Arab countries (this thesis will focus on Egypt), children have been used in political conflicts as instruments in the so-called “Arab Spring”. These children have faced a lot of complicated consequences either by getting detained by the police, being used as human shields or as a frontline in demonstrations or engaging in criminal acts. Their lives were at risk and they were sometimes killed by protestors or police. Some government entities and other non-governmental organizations have condemned using children in political conflicts.

The following scenarios manifest a social phenomenon that the children have been used in Egypt in demonstrations either by revolutionaries, political factions, the state itself or even by their families. Each group uses children to achieve its own interests. The protestors, political factions and the Ministry of Interior (MOI) use them as human shields to deter the opposite groups; for example, Muslim Brotherhood (MB) used children as human shields to deter the security forces and the military from dispersing their sit-ins.\(^1\) The same scenario happened when the MOI used them against the protestors.\(^2\) Even though, the Supreme Council of Armed Forces (SCAF), the ruler at that time during the

---

transitional period in Egypt, used children in its press conference to confess that they had committed the crimes of burning the Academic Institute and the Council of Ministers incidents, 3 all defendants (269) were acquitted from these charges. 4 The Egyptian Coalition on Children's Rights (ECCR) in one of its reports mentions that the SCAF accused those children to avoid its inability to prove the truth 5 and reach the actual perpetrators. 6 Additionally, one of the gains that the SCAF achieved through accusing those children was to calm down the anger of the Egyptian public opinion. Thus, abusing the vulnerability of childhood has become mean of exploitation of children to attain many gains by their exploiters.

This thesis is important as it will address the use of children as tools at the hands of their exploiters to achieve the latter’s agenda. Since the children were the sacrificial lambs during and after the 25th of January Revolution and their lives were at risk at that time and their rights were extremely violated, it is important to address their exploitation during the political unrest in Egypt in lights of international and national legislation. This thesis is a tool to raise the alarm that using children in political conflicts especially those who do not find anyone to protect them is considered to be a breaching of the international and Egyptian legislation.

This thesis argues that using children in political conflicts can be legally categorized as a new form of human trafficking according to the international convention and the Egyptian law on the one hand. It further argues that using of them can be legally categorized as a form of violence according to the international and Egyptian legislation, on the other hand. This thesis argues that the trafficking in persons definition can be applied to those children who have been the tools to achieve certain gains at the hands of their abusers.

4 Rasha Awny, After 3 Years of Burning "Academic Institute" ... 269 Defendants were Acquitted (in Arabic), VETOGATE (Dec. 16, 2014, 04:33 PM), http://www.vetogate.com/1378973 (last visited May. 16, 2016).
5 Children between violence and political conflict since January 2011 (in Arabic), Egyptian Coalition on Children's Rights, at 4 (unpublished on file with the author).
6 Awny, supra note 4.
Unambiguously, those children became the victims of trafficking because their exploiters whether the political faction, the state itself or even their families exploited them to achieve certain gains; and those children’s lives were threatened with death\(^7\) when they were used. On the other hand, their lives were at risk and this is considered to be violence against children.

Chapter two of this thesis provides an explanation of how the children have been used at the hands of their exploiters and the gains that the latter achieved through using of those vulnerable children. It further reviews the different literature which discusses the uses of children during demonstrations. Moreover, different concepts will be defined in this chapter which will help in understanding the aim of this thesis. Chapter three analyzes that using children in political conflicts can be legally categorized as a new form of human trafficking according to the United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime\(^8\) and the Egyptian domestic law “Law No. (64) of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking”.\(^9\) Chapter four of this thesis provides that the international legislation represented by the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child\(^10\) and the Child Law in Egypt “Law No. 12 of 1996 Promulgating the Child Law Amended by Law No. 126 of 2008”\(^11\) fail to

---


\(^11\) Law No. 12 of 1996 (Egypt Child Law promulgating the Child Law amended by Law no. 126 of 2008), Al-Jarida al-Rasmiyya, 25 March 1996 (Egypt) [hereinafter Law No. 126 of 2008],
properly explain that using children in political conflicts is a form of human trafficking although they have some articles on trafficking. However, both the UNCRC and the Child Law in Egypt can be used to legally categorize using children during political conflicts as form of violence.

II. Children in Political Conflicts in Egypt

Children have been used in political conflicts in various ways. Different scenarios took place in Egypt exemplifying using children in political conflicts as tools to achieve certain gains. The National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (NCCM) reported that 38% of the Egyptian total population is children, of whom nearly seven million live under the poverty line. Higher percentage of this vulnerable group was being used by others in political conflicts to achieve certain agenda. Since the start of the 25 of January Revolution, children have been used in many Egyptian streets commonly used as places for accumulation and demonstrations. This chapter describes different categories of children who have been used during political conflicts.

A. Uses of Orphans

Orphans were among many children who have been used during political conflicts to attain certain gain by the group who used them. One of the orphanages used its children to carry posters glorifying Defence Minister Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi few years ago, in which the following sentence was written “Egypt is under our responsibility / Masr amana a'aleena”. Children wore summer clothes particularly in winter in January when there was a conference called “Al-Sisi is the President by order of the Egyptian People” in the Conference Hall in Nasr City. Earlier, the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) followed the same strategy in using children to achieve their personal political interests. The MB used orphans and homeless children coming from orphanages and rehabilitation centers under MB’s supervision. Furthermore, the NCCM has issued a report that also clarifies the

---

12 Media Observatory about the political exploitation of children throughout 2013 (in Arabic), National Council for Childhood and Motherhood, 2013, at 15 (unpublished on file with the author) [hereinafter NCCM Report].
14 Ghamrawy, supra note 13. Talk Show, Why Muslim Brotherhood, exploitation of orphans in a conference called "Al-Sisi is the president by order of the Egyptian people" (in Arabic), YouTube (Jan. 9, 2014), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6isqSI6HsX0 (last visited May 8, 2016).
15 Karim Abdel Salam, Brotherhood Scandal with Orphanages (in Arabic). YOUM7, (Aug. 5, 2013), https://www.youm7.com/story/2013/8/5/%D9%81%D8%B6%D9%8A%D8%AD%D8%A9-
use of children by pro-Morsi supporters where they transferred the innocent children from their orphanages to participate in the demonstrations in Raba'a. 16 They motivated them by giving them money, new clothes and sweets. 17 Additionally, around 200 children were told that they were going to buy the Eid's clothes, however, they gathered them to participate in these demonstrations. 18

B. Uses of Homeless Children

In addition to the use of orphans in demonstrations, homeless children were also used during political conflicts in Egypt. Almost less than a month after the starting of January Revolution, the Academic Institute was burned during the dispersing of the Council of Ministries sit-in. After this event, an 18 years old boy who was accused, among other children, of burning this Institute mentioning that he did not give much attention of the identity of the political group who paid him to commit some destroying actions, he only cared about the financial benefit. 19 He added that he did not care about the Egyptian society which threw him in the street or the Ministry of Interior (MOI) which captured him more than once without any charges. 20 This child did not deny his participation in the American and Israeli embassies events, Mohamed Mahmoud clashes and other events in which he gained money, but he confirmed that he did not participate in the burning of the Academic Institute with other street children in which the MOI accused them of. 21 Moreover, the ECCR reports that the MOI used street children as human shields, and they put them in the frontlines in which they used Molotov cocktails and stones in clashes.

16 NCCM Report, supra note 12, at 10-11.
17 Id.
20 Id.
21 Id.
between the security forces and the demonstrators in Corniche El-Nile events. The children were as young as twelve years old. Furthermore, the ECCR conducted a study which revealed that 481 children have been arrested during the post-revolution since Mohamed Mahmoud clashes that started in November 2011 until the latest El-Ethadia events. Out of which 73 children were arrested in the Council of Ministers events, 61 children were arrested in the MOI events, 137 children were arrested at the US embassy events, and 173 children in the Mohamed Mahmoud events, 11 children were captures in Abbasia events, and 11 children were caught in El-Ethadia events.

C. Uses of Children by their Parents

Apart from using children as human shields to deter the demonstrators or the security forces, some children were used by their families to attain financial gain. One of the cases that was raised to the Prosecutor General is of a wife whose husband “a welder” accused her of exploiting their children through renting them to participate in Raba’a sit-in. The welder's friends showed him one of his children in one of the videos on the social media wearing white clothes that signaled a desire to be a martyr “I am Hamza, I am ready to be a martyr” and he carried his burial shrouds.

D. Other Uses of Children

Children were not only used by the demonstrators, the MOI and their families but also by the ruler of the country at that time. In December 2011, the SCAF broadcasted its press conference through the Egyptian television about the Council of Ministers events; the SCAF had interviewed some children who confessed taking money to throw stones and

23 Sanchez, supra note 2.
24 NCCM Report, supra note 12, at 53.
25 Id.
26 Id. at 9-10.
27 Id.
Molotov cocktails. Additionally, children have been used as tools in the hands of MB where the latter gathered children in their sit-ins wearing white burial shrouds and holding banners that read “Martyr Project”, that means that they are ready to be martyrs.

Unfortunately, the children were considered as sacrificial lambs when they appeared on the television or on the front pages of international newspapers with their photos wearing the burial shrouds. The intention of the MB is to discredit the interim government at that time, to arouse the spectator's sympathy towards them and to let the world think that they were the victims of the interim government. On the other hand, the SCAF used children who confessed that they took money to burn the Academic Institute and other events to calm down the Egyptian public opinion toward them as the ruler of the interim government. The SCAF in the last scenario broke all the laws that protect children’s rights and broadcasted the press conference in a way that humiliated those children regardless of being committed to what they confessed of.

Children have been intentionally used and they were put at risk. This was confirmed in the United Nations Children’s Fund’s statement (UNICEF) that was issued in July 2013 on the events of using children in demonstrations and sit-ins:

UNICEF is deeply concerned by reports that children have been killed or injured during the violent confrontations in Egypt over recent days. Disturbing images of children taken during street protests indicate that, on some occasions, children have been deliberately used and put at risk of witnessing or becoming actual victims of violence. Such actions can have a long-lasting and devastating physical and psychological impact on children. We call on all Egyptians and political factions not to exploit children for political ends, and to protect them from any potential harm.

28 Egybase, supra note 3.  
29 Mauro, supra note 18.  
In addition to the UNICEF’s statement, the NCCM also issued a statement and submitted an official report against MB to the Prosecutor General urging him to take necessary steps to take away children from the sit-ins even before June 30 since millions of Egyptians would demonstrate in different streets demanding throwing out of Morsi. The council mentioned in its statement that “children’s participation in sit-ins threatens the children’s rights system and increases the chances for children’s injuries and their exposure to health, psychological and safety hazards.” The NCCM also added that participation of children in the MB's protests is “a series of children’s exploitation from the MB in pro-Morsi protests,” and it expressed its concerns about the violations of those children's rights through “their deployment in armed confrontations in order to achieve the personal interests…of a group that has been rejected by the majority of the population.”

E. Children during the 25th of January Revolution and the Arab Spring

Until recently many of human rights organizations and centers, whether national or international, have published reports about human rights violations since the start of 25th of January's Revolution in Egypt. The following five reports are credible reports published to date in order of publications: Ibn Khaldun Center’s report; the National Council for Human Rights' (NCHR) report; the Egyptian Initiatives for Personal Rights' (EIPR) report; the Human Rights Watch's (HRW) report; and Amnesty International’s

32 Id.
33 Id.
34 Mauro, *supra* note 18.
Whereas NCHR and Ibn Khaldun reports mention the violations that took place against the children during demonstrations and sit-ins, EIPR and HRW reports overlook these violence acts. NCHR\textsuperscript{40} and Ibn Khaldun\textsuperscript{41} reports reveal use of children by MB when they gathered children in marches wearing white clothes and holding their shrouds and signs to express their willingness to die and being martyrs, which is known as “Martyr Project”; both reports affirm that using children in political conflicts is against the domestic law “Child Law No. 126 / 2008 and the Anti-trafficking Law No. 64 / 2010”, on the one hand, and against the international conventions “the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)”, on the other hand. The Amnesty International report focuses on the unfair trials, death penalty banning of freedom of peaceful assembly to children.\textsuperscript{42} Although previous reports have addressed the problem of using children in political conflicts and the hazardous consequences that they face either through detention, death penalty or killing, they did not analyze how this can be considered as breaching of the international and domestic legislation. In other words, those reports do not legally categorize the use of children as per international and domestic laws.

There is a clear gap in the literature when it comes to addressing the issue of use of children during political conflicts. Few scholars have tackled this issue from different perspectives in the so-called Arab Spring; however, little has been published regarding the use of children in political conflicts in Egypt. In Syria, Saleh\textsuperscript{43} and al-Natour\textsuperscript{44} explain how the Syrian children are the victims of Bashar Al-Assad's brutality regime. Both scholars highlight the importance of the role of the children on social movement,

\textsuperscript{40} NCHR Report, supra note 36, at 25.
\textsuperscript{41} Ibn Khaldun Center for Development Studies, supra note 35, at 1, 18.
\textsuperscript{42} Amnesty International, supra note 39, at 138-141.
democratic transitions, and that the children were the first to protest against the regime by drawing anti-regime slogans and graffiti. Whereas Saleh focuses on victimization of the children during revolution by the regime only, al-Natour explains victimization of the children by both the regime and the rebel group. Children in both articles were the victims through the following actions: torture, killing, detention, destructions of their schools, mass slaughter, sexual violence and raping, child soldiers especially girls, using them as human shields in frontlines, using them as superstars singing for the regime or using their corpses on satellites to achieve their political gains, and using girls as instruments for sex-Jihad as one form of political exploitation. Despite the fact that Saleh's article is a step in theorizing incorporation of children in regime transition in Syria without finding a clue to deal with the issue of victimization, al-Natour finds out that the nonviolence activists' projects that include artwork, handcraft, group discussion and painting will help Syrian children to build their national identity through their imaging about the future Syria. However, both scholars do not address the issue under the rule of law. Whereas those scholars write on the victimization of Syrian children during the armed conflict in Syria, this thesis will concentrate on victimization of using children in political conflicts. Since Egypt did not reach to the stage of armed conflict as in the case of Syria.

On the other hand, there are two authors who explore the problem in two different countries of the so-called Arab Spring through two different standpoints. While Amusan focuses on the effect of civil war as a result of the Arab Spring on the Libyan children, Jeong analyzes the moral and ethical effects of political participation of Bahraini children in the uprising. Amusan examines the issues of child soldiers including boys and girls which are against the UNCRC, on the one hand, and the NATO military operations which had a lot of drawbacks on Libyan children such as panic, killing and displacement of children, on the other hand. He concludes that Al-Qaddafi government and the new government did not protect children rights as per the UNCRC; accordingly, the issues

---

accompanied with Libyan children should be addressed in the national legislation and international conventions in which Libya is a State party. With regard to Jeong, she emphasizes the importance of raising awareness of political consciousness and recognizing the right of Bahraini children to participate in Bahrain uprising as this right is included in the UNCRC (known as the right to freedom of assembly and the right to freedom of expression). However, Bahraini children have been killed during uprising and minor protestors have been detained. Additionally, the writer displays the debate over Bahraini participation in uprising.

Based on the above references, there is a great consensus that there is massive human rights violation against those children who participated in the so-called Arab Spring, and they have been used as instruments to achieve certain political agenda. However, there is a clear gap in literature in framing this issue according to the international and domestic legislation. Chapters three and four of this thesis bridge this gap and focus on Egypt to legally categorize this social phenomenon of using children in political conflicts.

F. Basic Concepts Relevant to the Study

In this section we will address some terms that will be useful in understanding of using children in political conflicts in the following chapters.

1. Child definition

Since the scope of this thesis is about using children in political conflicts, it is very important to know what the definition of “child” is. There is a lot of controversy among scholars and policymakers about the exact definition of children.\(^\text{47}\) The UNCRC defines it as per Article 1 as “every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.”\(^\text{48}\) Among those scholars who have debatable definition of children, two of them try to disaggregate this broad definition.

\(^{47}\) Saleh, supra note 43, at 81.
\(^{48}\) UNCRC, supra note 10, art. 1.
Whereas Williams classifies child into two categories, which are “child” who is twelve years or under and “young person” who is from 13-18 years, Craig suggests different two categories, which are “children” and “youth” who aged from 6-15 and 16-30 respectively.\(^{49}\) Besides the controversial definition of child among scholars, the child definition in Article 1 of the UNCRC took around ten years to reach to a final consensus by the international community and the states parties. The story began when the General Assembly approved that 1979 be the International Year of the Child (IYC),\(^{50}\) a year before the IYC, Poland initiated a proposal for a child’s rights convention to the UN Commission on Human Rights.\(^{51}\) The drafting of the convention took place under the care of the UN Commission on Human Rights, human rights organizations, different NGOs that work with children and many representatives from the UN members.\(^{52}\) The drafting period started from 1978 when Poland started to draft the convention till its adoption in 1989.

Article 1 of the UNCRC was firstly drafted by Poland in 1978 as follows: “Every child, without any exception whatsoever, shall be entitled to the rights set forth in this Convention, without distinction or discrimination on account of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status, whether of himself or of his family.”\(^{53}\) However, most of the comments to the previous drafted article are that there is no particular definition of the child. Accordingly, the first reading took place from 1979 to 1988 and this stage started by a revised Polish draft of Article 1 as follows: “[a]ccording to the present Convention a child is every human being from the moment of his birth to the age of 18 years unless, under the law of his State, he has attained his age of majority earlier.”\(^{54}\) Nevertheless, this text draft of Article 1 was opposed by some delegates because they wanted to extend the child

\(^{49}\) Saleh, supra note 43, at 81.
\(^{50}\) ANTONELLA INVERNIZZI & JANE WILLIAMS, CHILDREN AND CITIZENSHIP 47 (2007).
\(^{52}\) Id.
\(^{54}\) Id. at 305.
definition to include the period from the moment of conception. Moreover, some delegates were against having upper limit of eighteen to the child giving the fact that national legislations of some countries considered 18 is a quite late age for a child. Consequently, and after negotiations, different proposals have been submitted to the Working Group, which is responsible for writing the convention. And the text that was adopted at first reading is: “According to the present Convention a child is every human being to the age of 18 years unless, under the law of his State, he has attained his age of majority earlier.” Then the second reading took place from 1988 to 1989 where different proposals were submitted to the Working group and finally the convention was adopted by General Assembly resolution 44/25 of 20 November 1989 and entered into force in September 1990. Article 1 of the UNCRC becomes: “For the purposes of the present Convention, a child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.” Furthermore, there is no lower age-limit for a child in this article, however, it has been mentioned in the preamble of the Convention that the child needs legal protection since the moment of conception “the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection, before as well as after birth.” Although the preamble includes legal protection for child before birth, this protection will be left to the states parties to determine it as mentioned in the legislative history of the Convention.

The child upper age in drafting the UNCRC was controversial because attaining the age of majority is different from one country to another. Some delegates during the drafting of Article 1 of the UNCRC referred that the upper age of eighteen years of age is considered

---

55 Id.
56 Id.
57 Id. at 308.
58 Id. at 309.
59 UNCRC, supra note 10.
60 Id. art. 1.
61 Id. preamble.
63 Id. at 302.
to be a late age in accordance with some states. Accordingly, there was a suggestion to lower this age to fifteen according to the point that was made by the General Assembly to set the age of fifteen as the age-limit. However, the age of fourteen was suggested since it is the end of compulsory education in majority of states and the legal age for marriage of girls in many states. Moreover, if fourteen years was placed as the age-limit, it would clearly differentiate minor from child, “since the former was protected under many national legislations while the latter was not.” As a result of this negotiation on the upper age limit of the child, it was finally decided to place eighteen as the upper age-limit and respecting the age of majority of the child according to different national legislation.

In this thesis I will stick to the definition of Article 1 of the UNCRC when referring to a child, any person aged below eighteen. This child definition will be used in this thesis since it is also compatible with the Egyptian domestic law (Law No. 12 of 1996 Promulgating the Child Law Amended by Law No. 126 of 2008) in Article 2: “For the purpose of this Law, the term “child” within the context of care and welfare, shall mean all individuals who have not reached the age of eighteen (18) complete calendar years.” The lower age of the child does not matter in this thesis so the moment of conception is not important, and the child definition will be from day one of birth till below eighteen years.

2. Children as Vulnerable Group and their Political Will

Nowadays, Egyptian children unprecedentedly have been used in political conflicts in the Arab Spring by different entities to achieve different agenda as discussed above. Those entities have used children because of the latter vulnerability and inability to protect themselves. The term vulnerable people was defined by a judicial summit in Brazil:

---

64 Id. at 305.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Law No. 126 of 2008, supra note 11, art. 2.
[A]s those who, due to reasons of age, gender, physical or mental state, or due to social, economic, ethnic and/or cultural circumstances, find it especially difficult to fully exercise their rights before the justice system as recognised to them by law. 69

There are some conditions that contribute to the vulnerability of children such as being illiterate, homeless, poor or political instability, social exclusion and ongoing demands. 70

In this thesis we will find a lot of factors which add to increasing vulnerability of children, such as use of street children who are poor and illiterates as tools to achieve certain profits. Moreover, families use their children as mentioned in above case where the mother rent her children to participate in the sit-in; I believe that poverty play an important role in this scenario. In other words, families rent their children to be engaged in the sit-in, because they are in a desperate need for money, however, this does not justify that these are wrong acts. Another important factor which increases the vulnerability of children is political instability that happened after the revolution as the Ministry of Interior did not work with its full capacity to protect Egyptian people including those most vulnerable group, children; however, the MOI was one of the abusers who used those children. Also, Adam Lopatka (Chairman and Rapporteur of the Working Group on a draft UNCRC) emphasized the vulnerability of children when he mentioned that the UNCRC is an international instrument in the field of human rights that intends to “promote and protect the rights of people who are particularly vulnerable to having their rights abused.” 71 He also referred to the 1959 Declaration of the Rights of the child that indicates the vulnerability of the child and the following statement was included from the declaration into the UNCRC in its preamble: “the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal protection, before as well as after birth.” 72

71 OHCHR Report (Volume I), supra note 53, at xxxvii.
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Consequently, the abusers take advantage of the children’s vulnerability; and they were strongly used as tools in their hands. Instead of allowing children to positively participate in demonstrations and express their political will through raising their awareness about the political situation in Egypt, they were compelled to hold posters and wear clothes and carry white shrouds to support certain political party or certain candidate. As a result, the winner is the children abusers who either get political benefits through affecting people's political opinion when they see children in the media or gain financial benefits as the case of the mother who rented her children to participate in Raba'a sit in.

Although children are a vulnerable group and because of their vulnerability, they have been used during political conflicts in Egypt to achieve certain gains; it is important to give chances to children to express their political will during demonstrations. The UNCRC includes a couple of rights that are related to the involvement of children in demonstrations and political life including the rights to freedom of expression in Article 13, the rights of freedom of peaceful assembly in Article 15 and the rights to express the views freely in Article 12.73 Young children have the capacity to think in a logical way, and it is proved that around eleven years of age, children have the capacities to see “things from the perspective of others” and their awareness of social issues is increased.74 Moreover, latest research recognizes the abilities of children from fourteen to seventeen years of age in reasoning particularly complex questions that are related to moral issues.75 Further, children systematically express their concerns to participate and be of a greater part in political matters; as a result, Austria gives the rights to vote for young people who are sixteen years of age and older.76 The UNCRC does not categorize children by age, however, it refers to the “evolving capacities of the child” in Articles 5 and 14, and the child’s capacity increases as a result of his development which is relevant to his ability to
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exercise his own rights. Suffice to say that children’s maturity and capacities are varied from one culture to another, and they are not related to certain age. So it is difficult to universally establish a minimum age under which children are not allowed to participate in political matters. I suggest that each culture or state should determine the minimum age to which children can be part of political demonstrations to express their views, and this age can be the same age whereby the child is responsible for crimes which is twelve in Egypt. In conclusion, children have the right to express their opinions and participate in demonstrations and all matters related to politics.

3. Political conflict in Egypt

Egypt faced a lot of violence and instability since stepping down of Mubarak after the 25th of January Revolution and exactly on February 11th, 2011, passing through the transitional period where the SCAF was ruling the country until Mohammed Morsi, the Muslim Brotherhood’s candidate, was the winner and the ruler of Egypt. Besides, on June 30, 2013, another revolution (others called it military coup) took place to overthrow MB’s ruling which resulted in deposing of Morsi and MB on July 3. Accordingly, Adly Mansour, the head of the Egyptian Supreme Constitutional Court, became the interim president of Egypt on July 4, 2013; then the former Defence Minister, Abdel Fattah Al-
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Sisi, swore the oath on June 8, 2014 to be the eighth president of Egypt. Since starting of the 25th of January Revolution, Egypt entered into an era of instability, political violence and political conflict; however the political conflict started many years ago in Egypt but it increased after the 25th of January Revolution. There was a history of political conflicts between Islamists and the state, where the state banned and marginalized Islamists and eliminated them from the political process. Islamists then returned to political life after the 25th of January Revolution where they participated in it, and they are among other political forces that struggled to take the power of the country. The political conflicts in Egypt increased after January Revolution because there were contending forces trying to rule Egypt, these contending forces are Islamists and secular liberals, on the one hand, and the state itself, on the other hand. Some scenarios were mentioned above during this period of instability which illustrates the persistence of political conflicts in Egypt after the 25th of January Revolution.

The political conflicts and violence increased the vulnerability of children and make them an easy instrument at the hands of the contending forces to use them to achieve their goals. These goals varied from calming down the anger of the public opinion, discrediting the interim government at the transitional period, stimulating the spectator's sympathy towards certain faction or renting children to participate in the sit-in to get money. Accordingly, Egyptian children have been involved in political conflicts in Egypt, and they have been abused either by the state, political faction or their families to achieve those abusers’ goals.

G. Conclusion

Egyptian children have been used during and after the 25th of January Revolution by different groups such as revolutionaries, political factions, the state itself and their families to achieve those groups’ personal interests. Those children who have been used are orphans, homeless children and some children who are rented by their families to participate in the sit-ins.

Although children have been used in Egypt since the start of the 25th of January Revolution where their lives were at risk due to their exposure to violence during the political conflicts, there is a clear gap in the literature when it comes to addressing the issue of using Egyptian children during political conflicts.

Additionally, there is a debatable conversation on child definition among scholars and during the process of UNCRC drafting, however, I will use the UNCRC definition in Article 1 which is compatible with Article 2 of the Egyptian domestic Law No. 126 of 2008. So child is any human being from day one of birth till below eighteen years.

Children have been used by different categories of people to achieve certain gain because of their vulnerability and inability to protect themselves. Although children are vulnerable group and can be easily susceptible to exploitation by different groups, it is very important to let them express their political will and participate in demonstrations in a way that is consistent with their ages. Since children have the capacity to think in a logical way, it is their rights to be an efficient group during demonstrations. Although it is difficult to establish a universal age for children to participate in political matters, I suggest that each state can determine this age. As for Egypt, I believe that the age of twelve is a reasonable age to let children participate in politics since it is the age in which child is responsible for crimes according to the Egyptian law.
The next chapter describes how using children in political conflicts can be legally categorized as a new form of human trafficking according to international and national legislation.
III. Slavery and its Relationship to Children in Political Conflicts

This chapter describes how the use of Egyptian children in political conflicts amounts to human trafficking and is a crime; it analyzes the definition in the light of international and national law. The international legislation referred to is the United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime; and Egyptian national legislation is Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking.

A. Exploitors versus Victims

During and after the 25th of January Revolution, people took advantage of the vulnerability of children and inability to protect themselves. Those who exploited them range from the children’s parents who rented their children to participate in the sit-ins in order to obtain money to political factions who dressed them in white death shrouds to express their willingness to be martyrs for Islam. The MB used those vulnerable children on the front-lines of demonstrations who also appeared on the front pages of newspapers to stimulate the spectators’ sympathy toward them. They also wanted to let the world know that they were the victims of the interim government, on the one hand, and to agitate public opinion against the interim government, on the other hand. Accordingly, the MB, in one single action, accomplished two goals.

Another group of people who took advantage of children during the 2011 Revolution is the state itself, whether the MOI or SCAF. The former used them as human shields to deter the demonstrators by providing them with stones and Molotov cocktails, the latter humiliated them by letting them appear at SCAF press conference broadcasted on Egyptian television confessing that they had taken money to throw Molotov cocktails.
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SCAF, who were ruling the country in the transitional period, wanted to calm down the public opinion which was very angry from the series of destructive events that took place immediately after the 25th of January Revolution. The NCCM describe the children who wore their white death shrouds in the MB’s demonstrations as political tools at the hands of the MB; and it expressed its concern about this problem as “Human Trafficking”. Moreover, the ECCR referred to the use of children by the MOI as human shields as exploitation of those children and that “this is a crime punishable by the human trafficking law number 64 of 2010”. The important question in this context is why the NCCM and the ECCR described the use of children in these demonstrations and conflicts as form of human trafficking.

This chapter will begin with a detailed discussion of the definition of human trafficking as per the United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (hereunder the UN Trafficking Protocol or Palermo Protocol) and Egyptian domestic law (Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking). I argue that the use of children in political conflicts to obtain certain gains is a new form of human trafficking in Egypt. Because the trafficking definition of the UN Trafficking Protocol is broad, the definition will then be explored according to the Model Law proposed by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), other international instruments and other national legislations. Another important issue that will be discussed in this chapter is the criminal activities that the victim of trafficking engaged in and whether they are liable for these criminal activities or not.
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B. Human Trafficking Definition

In order to understand how those vulnerable children have been trafficked when they have been used as tools at the hands of different groups of exploiters, trafficking definition will be firstly defined in this chapter according to the international convention.


Trafficking in persons firstly gained attention in the international sphere in the early 1990s; this is because of the following reasons: increase the migration of people in Europe after the Soviet Union’s collapse, the armed conflicts in former Yugoslavia and the fall of the Iron Curtain. Organized criminal groups took advantage of the increased migration of people to Western Europe who could not make it legally through facilitating their movement illegally. In the 1990s, the illegal migration of people with the assistance of the organized criminal groups was referred to in the first research reports on human trafficking as “Migrant Trafficking”; and it was characterized as “a multi-billion dollar business for criminal organization”, with relation to other organized crimes such as trafficking in drugs and firearms and prostitution. Accordingly, many research reports published by governmental and non-governmental entities suggested that Western European states cooperate together at the international level to fight against illegal immigration and organized crime in order to decrease human trafficking in Europe and outside. In view of that, the UN adopted the UN Trafficking Protocol in 2000 which is part of the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime that aims to “deny safe havens to those who engage in transnational organized crime by prosecuting their crimes
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wherever they occur and by cooperating at the international level” as mentioned in its preamble of the convention.99

On November 15, 2000, the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime was adopted by the UN General Assembly resolution 55/25; three additional protocols have followed focusing on certain areas of organized crime: the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children; the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air; and the Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, their Parts and Components and Ammunition.100 The UN Convention and its three protocols were opened for signature by member states in Palermo, Italy and hence the first protocol is known as the Palermo Protocol101 (the UN Trafficking Protocol). After decades of silence, the issue of modern day slavery or human trafficking was addressed by a common international definition that creates a legal framework to fight this crime; the result was the UN Trafficking Protocol.102 Furthermore, the purpose of this Protocol is the “3P” approach which is prevention of the trafficking crime, protection and assistance of the victim of trafficking and promoting the international cooperation among states parties to combat this crime.103 Although there are predecessor conventions which address the human trafficking crime such as Article 34 and 35 of the UNCRC and its Optional Protocols, Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (Article 3), Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (Article 6), and Supplementary Convention on the
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Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery; the UN Trafficking Protocol was the first international instrument to address the crime from different sides and “was the first treaty to provide broad defining of trafficking.”

As a result, the trafficking definition in the UN Trafficking Protocol serves as the basis for international and national legislation to deal with the trafficking in persons. The Protocol was adopted by General Assembly Resolution 55/25, and entered into force on December 25, 2003. As of September 2008, there are 117 signatory states; Egypt signed it in May 2002 and ratified this protocol in March 2004. The protocol defines the trafficking in persons in Article 3(a):

For the purpose of this Protocol: “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.

Before exploring the definition of trafficking in persons according to the UN Trafficking Protocol, it is important to note that the scope of application of the UN Trafficking Protocol as per Article 4 is limited to crimes that are transnational and are committed.
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by organized criminal group, it can also apply to internal trafficking that takes place inside the borders of one state without the need to be transnational or committed by organized criminals. The UNODC in its legislative guides for the implementation of the UN Convention and its protocol clarified this point: “it must be strongly emphasized that, while offences must involve transnationality and organized criminal groups for the Convention and its international cooperation provisions to apply, neither of these must be made elements of the domestic offence” as per Article 34, paragraph 2 of the UN Convention of the Transnational Organized Crime. In other words, the crime of trafficking that occurs inside the borders of one state amounts to a trafficking crime as per the UN Trafficking Protocol without the need for the presence of the two elements of transnationality and organized criminal groups.

According to Article 3(a) of the UN Trafficking Protocol, the trafficking definition is divided into three important elements: the actions (recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons), the means (threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person), and the purpose or intent of exploitation (the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs). These three elements must be present in order to consider the crime as a trafficking in persons crime, however, the exception to this rule is that in the case of the
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trafficking of children, the means are not important as illustrated in Article 3(c) of the UN Trafficking Protocol.\(^{113}\) Simply put by the UNODC in one of its issue papers: the three elements are composed of the following: “an action; a means by which that action occurs or is made possible; and a purpose to the action, which is specified as exploitation.”\(^{114}\)

There are two elements which are considered to be the basics for any crime in criminal law, *actus reus* (material or physical element(s))\(^{115}\) and *mens rea* (mental element).\(^{116}\) This means that the person is guilty if he carries out an action (*actus reus*) and has intention to do this action (*mens rea*). Consequently, in the trafficking crime, the action part together with the means constitute the *actus reus* in the case of adults; whereas the purpose or intention of exploitation constitutes the second part of the offence which is the *mens rea*. The only exception is the case of children in which the action element constitutes the only part of the *actus reus*.\(^{117}\) Another notable point regarding the definition of trafficking is that there is no need for exploitation to take place in order to say that this is a trafficking crime.\(^{118}\) In other words, the third element of the trafficking definition under the UN Trafficking Protocol “for the purpose of exploitation” means that there is an intention of exploitation regardless of whether the exploitation happens or not. For instance, if the trafficker deceptively recruits the victim to be engaged in prostitution and the prostitution does not happen (i.e. the trafficker promised to recruit the victim who lives in country A to work as a housemaid, for example, in country B, and is promised to receive a certain salary on monthly basis, however, when the victim arrives to the final destination “country B”, the trafficker confiscates her passport and forces her to practice prostitution in order to get the money he paid for her for her ticket). If the victim luckily manages to escape from this exploitative situation and reaches her embassy to seek help, and she has not engaged in prostitution, this scenario does amount to trafficking although
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the victim has not engaged in prostitution. In this case, the three elements of the trafficking crime are present: the action (recruitment), by the means (fraud and deception, on the one hand, through false promises; and abuse of position of vulnerability, on the other hand, since the victim is in another country other than her country of origin, and she could not speak the language of country B, moreover, her passport was confiscated to restrict her movement and let her unable to travel), and the exploitation element (or the intent or purpose of exploitation) which is the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation.

The definition of trafficking offence as mentioned in the UN Trafficking Protocol is a broad definition. The protocol does not define the three elements, actions, means and purpose of exploitation of the trafficking definition. UNODC describes the action element as “undefined practices”;\(^\text{119}\) moreover, it mentions that the means are also undefined as seen in “none of the stipulated “means” is defined and there appears to be significant overlap between some of them.”\(^\text{120}\) The trafficking definition in the UN Trafficking Protocol is accepted by the states and international community, in spite of the fact that the definition is ambiguous, and the important terms that constitute the trafficking crime are not clearly defined in the protocol.\(^\text{121}\) Therefore, the Open-ended Interim Working Group on the UN Trafficking Protocol (Working Group on Trafficking in Persons) in 2010 tasked UNODC with issuing papers regarding difficult concepts pertaining to the trafficking definition.\(^\text{122}\) Consequently, the following part of this chapter aims to understand the meaning of the three main elements of the trafficking crime together with the sub-items under each element according to Article 3(a) of the UN Trafficking Protocol to see if we can legally categorize the use of children in political conflicts in Egypt as another new form of trafficking. To achieve this aim and in order to answer the above question, various elements and concepts of the trafficking definition will be analyzed using the UNODC issue papers, the 2009 UNODC Model Law against Trafficking in
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Persons (which was done on request by the General Assembly to the Secretary-General in order to encourage the Member States to become States parties, on the one hand, and to implement the UN Convention with its Protocols, on the other hand), the domestic legislations and the case law of other countries and the joint study that were conducted by the Council of Europe (CoE) together with the UN on trafficking on organs, tissues and cells and trafficking in human beings for the purpose of the removal of organs in 2008. The joint study was done in response to General Assembly Resolution (A/RES/63/14).

**a. Action Element**

The first element of trafficking definition as per Article 3(a) of the UN Trafficking Protocol is the action element constituting the first part of the *actus reus* in the case of an adult victim and the only part of *acuts reus* when the victim is a child. The different undefined activities under the action element are neutral of themselves but when one or more are accompanied with the means for the purpose of exploitation, this amounts to trafficking. As described by the UNODC Legislative Guides for the Implementation of the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols thereto: “any conduct that combines any listed action and means and is carried out for any of the listed purposes must be criminalized as trafficking.” These undefined practices under Article 3(a) of the UN Trafficking Protocol include the following activities: recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons. Recruitment is defined by the joint study by the CoE and the UN as “any activity leading from the commitment or engagement of another individual to his or her exploitation” which can be done “through
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personal contact, third party, personal contact or contact through third persons, newspapers, advertisements or the Internet.” Recruitment is always accompanied by forced labor, recruitment of children in armed conflict (which can also be considered as forced labor) and sexual exploitation. The recruitment is either voluntary or coercive; the former takes place when the victim does not have full information about the activities he or she is going to do or the victim is totally deceived by the trafficker when the latter hides the information about the activities in which the victim will be engaged. So the victim is voluntarily recruited based on partial or complete deception by the trafficker. On the other hand, the recruitment might be coercive. This takes place when the victim is obliged to carry out certain activities as indicated in the above scenario; the victim is forced to work in prostitution because her passport is confiscated and she is in debt for its cost.

In addition to recruitment, the second item under the action element is transportation which is defined by the CoE and the UN as “transportation of a person from one place to another”. Transportation is a broad term which the protocol does not define and is usually accompanied by sexual and labour exploitation. It includes both transportation of a person transnationally (crossing the borders) or within the territory of the state. In other words, transportation term is applied in international and internal trafficking. The transportation term is clear in Australia’s legislation specifically Division 271 of the Commonwealth Criminal Code in which transportation is described as “organizing or facilitating the transportation of a victim into, out of or within Australia” using different means.

Apart from recruitment and transportation of the victim, transfer of the victim is the third activity under the action element. It is similar to transportation, however it includes an
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additional person in the transfer process. The joint study of the CoE and the UN defined it as “any kind of handing over or transmission of a person to another person.” This is quite obvious in certain cultures “where control over individuals (mostly family members) may be handed over to other people.” This is particularly clear in Egypt in the cases of early marriages. The following scenario is very common: an Arab man comes from the Gulf area to Egypt for a couple of weeks, and during this period purchases a girl from her family for a certain amount of money and an expensive dowry. Accordingly, marriage takes place between the Arab man whose age may reach to 60 years old or higher and a girl from a poor family whose age is commonly around thirteen or fourteen years old in an unregistered marriage known as Orfi. The man leaves her without any rights and in some cases pregnant. In this case the girl has been handed over from her parents who sold her to her husband who purchased her and exploited her sexually and leaves her after a couple of weeks without any rights to her or her fetus. In this case, transfer is done from her parents to her husband.

The fourth term under the action element is harbouring which is defined by the CoE and the UN in their joint study as “accommodating or housing persons in whatever way, whether during their journey to their final destination or at the place of the exploitation.” It is accompanied by trafficking for sexual exploitation when the trafficker harbors the victims for the purpose of forcing them to be involved in sexual activities. This term can be seen in some cultural environments whereby a crime is committed by a person and a young female from the family of the person who committed the crime “may be sent to live in servitude” with either the priest or the family of the victim as a matter of repaying the committed crime. In this case the purpose of exploitation is either sexual, labour, servitude or slavery. In Egypt, the harbouring of victims occurs when Bedouins in Sinai kidnap Eritreans, who fled their country of origin
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because of the indefinite military conscription for both adult females and males, and keeping them in shipping containers in the Sinai desert, restricting their movements, often raping them, and keeping them in captivity until they pay the requested ransom through their families or diaspora organizations.¹⁴²

The last term of the action element that is used in the UN Trafficking Protocol is receipt of persons which is clarified in the joint study by the CoE and the UN: “the receipt of persons is not limited to receiving them at the place where the exploitation takes place either, but also means meeting victims at agreed places on their journey to give them further information on where to go or what to do.”¹⁴³ Some examples include the receiving of persons such as in the case of conscription of children in armed conflicts,¹⁴⁴ the case of receiving young woman to exploit her when she lives with the victim’s family to repay the crime¹⁴⁵ and also the cases of Eritreans in Sinai.¹⁴⁶

In conclusion, the five terms recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons constitute the action element which is the first part of the *actus reus* when the victim is an adult and the only part when the victim is a child.

**b. Means Element**

The second element after the action element is the means. the trafficking crime is fulfilled when the action element is combined with certain means such as: threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, fraud, deception, abuse of power, abuse of a position of vulnerability or giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. In the
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Interpretative Notes of the Trafficking Protocol, only some means are illustrated. The reason behind this is the possibility that the majority of the state parties which signed the Palermo Convention with its Protocol may have provisions or case law to define the means of the trafficking crime.\textsuperscript{147} As the case with the action element, the means element is not defined in the UN Trafficking Protocol and some of the means create overlapping.\textsuperscript{148} Moreover, “none of the means cited in the Protocol definition are themselves defined.”\textsuperscript{149} The UN Trafficking Protocol mentions all of these overlapping means in order to make sure that all means to which the victim is subjected to are covered in the trafficking definition.\textsuperscript{150} Another important point related to the means in the trafficking definition is that it is not important in the case of a child who is below eighteen years of age if the action element is used for the purpose of exploitation as per Article 3(c) of the Trafficking Protocol.\textsuperscript{151} The reason for removing the means from the definition of trafficking in the case of child trafficking is “due to their age and immaturity”, and the ease with which they can be manipulated and entrapped in the trafficking process.\textsuperscript{152} Accordingly, the use of improper means which is mentioned in the UN Trafficking Protocol is not important for the trafficking crime.\textsuperscript{153} Additionally, Article 3(d) stipulates that the child is a person who is below eighteen years of age which sheds light on the age of the child and the purpose of the protocol which is protection of the victims of trafficking especially women and children.\textsuperscript{154} Moreover, the preparatory work mentioned that the prosecution must prove only action was done to a child for the purpose of exploitation without using of any means in the case of a child.\textsuperscript{155}
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c. **Purpose of Exploitation Element**

In addition to the action and means elements of the UN Trafficking Protocol which constitute the *actus rea* or the material element, the last element which constitutes *mens rea* in the case of adults and children is the purpose of exploitation or the mental element. A person is found to be an offender of a trafficking in persons crime if he or she commits the *actus reus* and has an intention to exploit the victim\(^{156}\) which is the *mens rea* or the mental element of the crime in criminal law. The definition of exploitation is left to states to define themselves in their national legislation. While the UN Trafficking Protocol does not define the purpose of exploitation element, UNODC describes it as a *dolus specialis* mental element which is specific or with special intention.\(^{157}\) The UNODC defines *dolus specialis* in its Anti-Human Trafficking manual “as the purpose aimed at by the perpetrator when committing the material acts of the offence. It is the purpose that matters, not the practical result attained by the perpetrator. Thus, the fulfillment of the *dolus specialis* element does not require that the aim be actually achieved.”\(^{158}\) The Protocol stipulates an open-ended list of forms of exploitation: “at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery, or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.” The *travaux préparatoires* of the protocol uses the following wording “at a minimum” for two main purposes: to let the state criminalize other forms of trafficking which are not mentioned in the protocol and to allow the protocol to cover other forms of trafficking that may arise in the future.\(^{159}\) UNODC states that five countries, Bulgaria, Colombia, Qatar, Egypt and Thailand follow the UN Trafficking Protocol definition, however, they have added some other forms of trafficking.\(^{160}\) For example, Egypt has added to the protocol exploitation list: begging and exploitation of children in pornography, and Uganda has added the following forms of exploitation: forced marriage, child marriage, child military services, use of a person in illegal activities and debt.
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bondage.\textsuperscript{161} Although the open-ended non-exhaustive list of forms of trafficking in the UN Trafficking Protocol is not defined, some forms of these forms have been defined in other international instruments.\textsuperscript{162} I will address the definition of some of these forms of trafficking under the Egyptian domestic law section (Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking).

To conclude, the UN Trafficking Protocol in Article 3(a) divides the trafficking crime into three main elements that constitute the actus reus and rea mens which are the foundations for any crime in criminal law. Actus reus or the material element includes the first part of the trafficking definition, the action element, in case of child and the first two parts of the definition, the action and means elements, in case of adult; the mens rea or the mental element include the purpose of exploitation part which is the third part in case of child and adult. Due to vulnerability of children, their ages (below eighteen years as per Article 3(d) of the protocol), immaturity and susceptibility to be trafficked more than adults, the means are not necessary to be included as per Article 3(c) when the victim is a child. The protocol does not define the terms under each element of the trafficking definition. The next part of this chapter will see the trafficking definition from the perspective of the Egyptian domestic law (Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking).

2. Egyptian Domestic Law (Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking)

The second definition of trafficking in persons will be discussed according to Egyptian domestic law. Egypt signed the UN Trafficking Protocol in May 2002 and ratified it in March 2004.\textsuperscript{163} In addition to being a State party to the protocol, Egypt enacted its own domestic anti-trafficking legislation (Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding Combating Human Trafficking). In July 2007, the Egyptian Prime Minister issued Decree 2353/2010) to establish the National Coordinating Committee on Preventing and Combating Human Trafficking.

\textsuperscript{161} Id. at 106.
\textsuperscript{162} Id. at 24.
\textsuperscript{163} UN Trafficking Protocol, supra note 8.
Trafficking (NCC). The approach they adopted is based on prevention, protection, prosecution, partnership and international cooperation among different stakeholders. At the beginning of 2010, the NCC requested the National Center for Social and Criminological Studies (NCSCR) to conduct a national study on the most common forms of human trafficking in Egypt. The key findings of this study reveal five prevailing forms of trafficking in Egypt; they are trafficking of girls for early marriage, trafficking of street children, trafficking of children in labor, trafficking of females for sexual exploitation and prostitution and trafficking in human organs. As a result of this cooperation under the NCC, the national anti-trafficking legislation, Law No. 64 of 2010 was issued in May 2010, which “includes the most comprehensive definition of human trafficking” among the Arab countries as seen in its Article 2:

A person who commits the crime of human trafficking shall be considered one who deals in any manner in a natural person, including: the sale, offer for sale, purchase, or promise thereof; or the use, transport, delivery, harboring, reception, or receipt, whether within the country or across its national borders; if this occurred through the use of force, violence, or threat thereof; or through abduction, fraud, deception, abuse of power, or exploitation of a position of vulnerability or need; or through a promise to give or receive payments or benefits in exchange for obtaining the consent of a person to traffic another having control over him; or if the purpose of the transaction was exploitation in any of its forms, including: exploitation of acts of prostitution and all forms of sexual exploitation, exploitation of children in such acts and in pornography, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery or servitude, or begging or removal of human organs, tissues or a part thereof.
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Article 2 of the Egyptian Anti-Trafficking Law follows the trafficking definition of the UN Trafficking Protocol with its three elements; however, it is much comprehensive than the protocol with the inclusion of additional terms to the three elements of the protocol. The action element of Article 2 which constitutes the first part of the actus reus contains the following activities: the sale, offer for sale, purchase, or promise thereof; or the use, transport, delivery, harboring, reception, or receipt of a person. Here we find the following activities were added to the action element of the UN Trafficking Protocol: sale, offer for sale, purchase or promise thereof, use, delivery and reception of persons. Furthermore, the means in Article 2 of the Egyptian Anti-Trafficking Law are expanded to include the following terms other than other means in the UN Trafficking Protocol: use of violence and exploitation of a position of vulnerability or need (the word need added in the Egyptian law). Additionally, the Egyptian law added exploitation of children for pornography and begging to its third element which represents the mens rea.

Comparably, Egyptian Law No. 64 of 2010 does not define different terms under the action, means and purpose elements as the UN Trafficking protocol does, however, it has added terms relevant to the different forms of trafficking found in Egypt. Although the purpose of exploitation has not been defined whether in the protocol or in Egyptian law, the executive regulation to the Egyptian law in Article 1 indicates that the perpetrator or person(s) who contribute to the trafficking crime obtains material or moral benefit through committing the trafficking crime.\textsuperscript{171} The benefit whether material or moral is used in the executive regulation to clarify that there is an intention of exploitation by the trafficker; which means that if the actus reus and the mens rea are present, this amounts to trafficking crime regardless of the presence of the material or moral benefit. To date and successfully for the first time, Egypt has convicted five individuals in two different cases.\textsuperscript{172} I believe that the reason behind the lower number of convicted cases is that the

\textsuperscript{171} Executive Regulation of Law No. 64 of 2010, art. 1 [hereinafter Executive Regulation of Law 64/2010].
lack of awareness regarding the implementation of law and understating each term under each element of the trafficking definition. Another reason is the political instability of the country after the 25th of January Revolution.

Although there is a gap in the literature regarding analysis of Egyptian anti-trafficking law, the International Organization for Migration together with the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Interior have published guidelines entitled *Investigation and Prosecution of Trafficking in Persons and Treatment of Victims During Law Enforcement Proceedings* to help officials in implementing this law.  

Although Law No.64 of 2010 does not define the terms under the three elements of the trafficking definition, the guidelines of the IOM define these terms in accordance with different international instruments, other Egyptian national legislations and the case law of the Court of Cassation.

The first element of the trafficking definition as per Article 2 of Law No. 64 of 2010 is the action element which constitutes the first part of the *actus reus* in the case of adult victim and the only part of *actus reus* when the victim is a child. The additional terms that were added by the Egyptian law are: sale, offer for sale, purchase or promise thereof, use, delivery and reception of persons. The first terms are related to each other which are: sale, offer for sale or promise thereof. They represent forms of exercising the rights of ownership by one person over another which reflects the old form of trafficking criminalized by the international community in international instruments such as the Protocol amending the Slavery Convention signed in Geneva on 25 September 1926 and

---


in Article 1(1) of the Slavery Convention: “The status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.” Egypt ratified this protocol in September 1954 and also the 1956 UN Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery in April 1958. It mentions that trafficking is the modern day slavery. We can see that slavery exists nowadays in its recent form through sale, offer for sale or promise thereof. The offer for sale and promise of sale are the preliminary steps before sale. Further, the second additional elements that were added to the UN Trafficking Protocol in Law No. 64 of 2010 are “purchase or promise of purchase” which represents the end result of sale: ownership rights have been transferred from one person to another. This means that the victim has been treated as a commodity or a piece of property in which the person who has authority over him or her to be handed over to another through a sale-purchase process. The Criminal Code of the Russian Federation which is supplemented with new Articles 127.1 and 127.2 defines trafficking in a similar way: “Trafficking in persons, i.e. the buying-selling of a person or other actions committed for the purpose of such person’s exploitation in the form of recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of such person, shall be punishable by a term of imprisonment of up to 5 years.” In Egypt, the action of selling-purchasing is clear in cases of early child marriage whereby parents sell their girls to older men from Gulf countries, who purchase the girls, for seasonal marriage for material benefit including high amount of money and expensive dowry to the girls’ families.

---
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In addition to sale, purchase and other accompanied terms related to them, the Egyptian legislator also uses the term “use of persons” which means recruitment of persons.\(^{180}\) This word is much comprehensive than the word “recruitment” and is compatible with different forms of exploitation in the third element of the trafficking definition in the Egyptian law. Whereas recruitment is usually accompanied by forced labour and children military services, the “use of persons” is a comprehensive term that includes the action element for the purpose of exploitation not only for forced labour and the use of children in armed conflicts but also in begging, prostitution, sexual activities and use of children in pornography as per the \textit{mens rea} element of the Egyptian Anti-Trafficking Law.

The delivery of persons is one of the action elements in the trafficking definition in Egyptian law which is the opposite term of the receipt of persons; it means the delivery of the victim by a mediator to the final person who will exploit the victim or this mediator is the person who receives the victim to exploit them.\(^{181}\) This mediator is guilty if he or she knows the purpose of the exploitation of the victim (regardless of whether he or she participates in the exploitation of the victim or not); if he or she does not know that the victim will be exploited, he or she will not be prosecuted for a trafficking crime because the third element of trafficking is missing: \(^{182}\) \textit{mens rea}.

In the case of a child victim the two elements that are needed to fulfill the trafficking crime are the \textit{actus reus} (the action element which constitutes the material element) and \textit{mens rea} (the purpose of exploitation element which constitutes the mental element). The following section includes the definition of some forms of exploitation according to different international instruments in addition to the 2009 UN Model Law and national legislation of other countries, so the undefined purpose of exploitation can be understood. Here we will focus on the forms of trafficking that are relevant to the use of children in political conflicts. Consequently, slavery, practices similar to slavery and servitude will be defined.

\(^{180}\) Trafficking Guidelines, supra note 174, at 39.  
\(^{181}\) \textit{Id.} at 40.  
\(^{182}\) \textit{Id.}
Firstly, slavery or enslavement is defined in the 2002 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court in its Article 7(2)(c) as “the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such power in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children.”183 Slavery is also defined in the 1926 Slavery Convention as “the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.”184 Whereas most of the states do not clearly understand what constitutes slavery,185 the wording “powers attached to the right of ownership” is generally related to the following actions: purchase, sale, lending or bartering persons as indicated by the Report of the Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court.186 Furthermore, in order to understand what constitutes slavery, the 2009 UN Model Law refers to slavery as “the person is treated like a property”187 and the Italian Penal Code in Article 600 defines slavery as “placement or maintenance in a position of slavery occurs … when anyone takes advantage of a situation of physical or mental inferiority and poverty.”188 Accordingly, when parents sell their girls who are below eighteen years of age to be married to older men for money and expensive dowry as is the case in Egypt, slavery is practiced and child marriage in this case is considered to be a form of trafficking.

In addition to slavery, practices similar to slavery are another purpose of exploitation that is mentioned in both the UN Trafficking Protocol and Egyptian Anti-Trafficking Law. Similarly and as noted with slavery, practices similar to slavery are not clearly understood by the states and are not defined in the national legislation of states;189 nor have these practices been clarified in the Travaux Préparatoires of the UN Trafficking Protocol.190
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Practices similar to slavery include the following four practices according to the 1956 Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery in Article 1: Debt bondage, serfdom, servile forms of marriage and sale of children.  

Although this international instrument does not address the current form of slavery, it includes these four acts in which servile forms of marriage is, to some extent, similar to nowadays modern day slavery. One of the forms of the servile forms of marriage has been defined in the Supplementary Slavery Convention in Article 1(c)(i) as “any institution or practice whereby: a woman, without the right to refuse, is promised or given in marriage on payment of a consideration in money or in kind to her parents, guardian, family or any other person or group”. Child marriage to Arabs is similar to the definition above in which the parents sell their girls (under eighteen years old) and receive payment from this marriage which lasts for a few days as indicated by the NCSCR national study. Because states do not know the exact definition or the difference between servile marriage, child marriage or forced marriage,” the states delineate these forms as separate forms of trafficking in addition to practices similar to slavery in their national legislation. Examples of these states are Uganda who has included child marriage and forced marriage in their national legislation, Colombia and Brazil who have included servile marriage and Australia who has added forced marriage. Australia does not include in their legislation practices similar to slavery, it only includes slavery. As for Egypt, it places child marriage, which is one of the five prevailing forms of trafficking under sexual exploitation and slavery as well and it does not delineate it as a separate form of trafficking.

---
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Apart from slavery and practices similar to slavery, servitude is considered to be one of the purposes of exploitation which is indicated in both the Trafficking Protocol and Law No. 64 of 2010. It has been suggested that servitude is a broader term and is “lesser form of slavery”\(^\text{197}\) than slavery and the distinction between both terms is illustrated below:\(^\text{198}\)

> Slavery indicates that the person concerned is wholly in the legal ownership of another person, while servitude concerns less far-reaching forms of restraint and refers, for instance, to the total of the labour conditions and/or the obligations to work or to render services from which the person in question cannot escape and which he cannot change.

I believe that there is no need to add servitude to the Egyptian law since it is to a little extent similar to slavery and to a great extent similar to forced labour. If it is to be addressed in the Egyptian law, the legislator should define it either in the law itself or the executive regulation of the law.

As we have seen, slavery, practices similar to slavery and servitude have been defined according to different international instruments and other tools to understand their application to various forms of trafficking. The following section illustrates how the three elements of the crime of trafficking can be applied to the five forms of trafficking.

### C. Forms of Human Trafficking in Egypt according to Law No. 64 of 2010

As noted above, the NCSCR conducted a national study on the most common forms of trafficking in human being in Egypt upon a request by the NCC in the beginning of 2010. The study found that there are five prevailing forms of trafficking in Egypt which are: trafficking of girls for early marriage, trafficking of street children, trafficking of children in labor, trafficking of females for sexual exploitation and prostitution and trafficking in human organs. The following section focuses on the first three forms since they include exploitation of children.

\(^{197}\) Id. at 110.
\(^{198}\) Id. at 35.
Since these forms of trafficking deal with child victims, the only two elements that constitute the trafficking crime is the action element which constitutes the *actus reus*, material or physical element, and the purpose of exploitation element which constitutes the *mens rea*, mental element. Consequently, in order to consider a crime a human trafficking crime involving children, one or more activities in the action element must be used for the purpose or purposes of exploitation of a child.

Firstly, the trafficking of girls for early marriage includes the following activities: sale, offer for sale, purchase, or promise thereof and transfer. This form of trafficking may include more than one perpetrator who has been engaged in this trafficking process. Whereas the parents and the husband are seller and purchaser of the girl, the mediator who introduced the husband to the girl is the one who offers for sale or promises of sale or purchase. Moreover, the girl is transferred from her parents to the husband. The purpose of exploitation is either slavery in which the parents exercise all rights of ownership over the girl, practices similar to slavery which is a bit similar to servile marriage where the father receive money and dowry of this marriage or the purpose is for sexual exploitation in which the older man exploits the girl to achieve sexual gratification for the period of the marriage. According to the NCSCR study, the girl may be bought and sold multiple times that may reach to six times.\(^{199}\)

In addition to the trafficking of girls in early marriage, the second form of child trafficking in Egypt is the trafficking of street children. Homeless children can be trafficked in one or more of the following ways: begging in streets, committing thefts and drug crimes, sexual exploitation in prostitution or organs’ sale.\(^{200}\) The action element in the trafficking of children in begging and in committing drug and theft crimes include use of, harbouring and reception of children for the purpose of begging or slavery in which the begging master, drug crime master, theft master, street bully or one of the child’s

---

\(^{199}\) NCSCR Study, *supra* note 194, at 8.
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family members is the one who exploits the child\textsuperscript{201} and practices the rights of ownership over the child.

Apart from the trafficking of girls in early marriage and the trafficking of street children, children have been trafficked in labour. The type and work conditions are very hard for a child to perform. It was found in the NCSCR national study that most of the samples in which the study based its work on includes children who work in quarries and foundries “classified among the worst forms of child labor”.\textsuperscript{202} The work conditions in the quarries expose the children to injuries and toxic powder produced from crushing of the stones; moreover the children work from eleven to sixteen hours a day with little income ranging from 50 to 100 L.E. a week.\textsuperscript{203} Almost half of the sample was deprived of their wage.\textsuperscript{204} The trafficking elements are present in this form of trafficking. Whereas the action element includes use of children, the purpose of exploitation can be represented either through forced labour or servitude.

D. A New Form of Trafficking in Egypt

We can clearly see the foundation elements \textit{actus reus} and \textit{mens rea} of the trafficking crime in the previous three forms of exploitation where the action element is committed for the purpose of exploitation. In this section we will apply the trafficking definition to the use of children in political conflicts in Egypt which I argue constitutes a new form of child trafficking.

When the welder’s wife rents her children for the purpose of participating in a sit-in wearing a white death shrouds for money, she exercises the rights of ownership over her children. The action element here is the use and transfer of children to participate in the sit-in; and the purpose of exploitation is exploitation in slavery in which she practices the rights of ownership as their mother. In this case the mother, who is the trafficker
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accordin according to the law, obtains material benefit\textsuperscript{205} the receipt of money by allowing her children to participate in a sit-in where their lives are at risk. For example, the public prosecutor could accuse this mother of trafficking should the investigations prove that she exploited her children in participating in a sit-in in Raba’a.\textsuperscript{206}

On the one hand this mother trafficked her children; on the other hand, the MB uses those same children wearing white death shrouds,\textsuperscript{207} for publicity purposes through using those vulnerable children on the front-line demonstrations to appear on the front pages of different newspapers. The action element here is the use or receipt of these children at the place where the exploitation takes place, for example, at the Raba’a sit-in, and the purpose of the exploitation is slavery whereby they pay money or purchase those children temporarily to participate in the demonstrations. Here the gain is different than the financial gain of the mother who trafficked her children; it is a moral gain rather than a material one. The use of children wearing their shrouds would stimulate the spectators’ sympathy toward the MB and would let the world know that they are the victims of the interim government; and at the same time, they would agitate the public opinion against the interim government at that time. Accordingly, the financial or the moral gain can be used to determine that there is an intention of exploitation.

The MB are not the only political group to use children in their demonstrations, similarly, Al-Sisi partisans used children from one of the orphanages to carry posters glorifying Al-Sisi (Defence Minister at that time) few years ago, in which the following sentence was written “Egypt is under our responsibility”.\textsuperscript{208} Those orphaned children wore summer clothes in winter particularly in January during a conference called “Al-Sisi is the President by order of the Egyptian People” in the Conference Hall in Nasr City.\textsuperscript{209} Just as
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the MB had used orphans and homeless children from orphanages and rehabilitation centers under their supervision as human shields against security forces,\textsuperscript{210} the Egyptian security forces had used children as human shields to deter the demonstrators by providing them with stones and Molotov cocktails.\textsuperscript{211} As a result, orphaned children were killed\textsuperscript{212} without any mercy. Orphans are much more vulnerable than other children because they do not have any person to go to except those who run these institutions who themselves sometimes exploit these children instead of protecting them. The action part of the trafficking crime contains more than one action such as harbouring, delivery, receipt and use of children to exploit them in slavery in which they exercise the rights of ownership since they are responsible for them. Furthermore, the gain here is political and material gain. On the one hand, Al-Sisi partisans want to show to Al-Sisi that they are supporting him or they may have their own political agenda entailing a political or moral gain. On the other hand the MB obtained material gain through using those children as human shields to deter the security forces and to protect them from their gunfire. Those exploiters do not care about those vulnerable children who do not have any kind of support or protection; the children do not have the right to object to or to refuse to be part of these conflicts.

So when children are used either by their families, political factions, or the Egyptian security forces to participate in the demonstrations or to act as human shields on the front lines, they have been trafficked by persons who obtain material or moral gain in the form of a political gain.

So children can be trafficked in different ways to obtain certain gain. Also, it is important to note that UNODC mentions child trafficking during political conflicts in one of its reports regarding trafficking especially the exploitation element in 2015 after conducting an expert group meeting in Vienna in 2014. Three judges from Egypt represented the
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Egyptian delegation. The exploitation of children for political purposes was raised in a discussion “as being a possible purpose of trafficking that has arisen during clashes for political purposes in 2013.” It was also mentioned that children in these clashes were recruited to be part of these clashes.

Apart from the above scenarios, some of these children were recruited to commit damage after receiving money through throwing stones and Molotov cocktails that could have resulted in the killing of protestors or security forces or the destroying of government buildings and property such as the Academic Institute. The following section will answer the question of whether these children are victims or criminals.

E. Victims or Criminals?

We saw in the previous section that families who rent their children to participate in sit-ins trafficked them to obtain material gain; whereas the political faction who used them wearing death shrouds or raising signs as the case with Al-Sisi partisans also trafficked them for obtaining political or moral gains. The two main elements of trafficking which are the actus reus and the mens rea can be applied in both cases.

Apart from these scenarios, children have been used to commit other criminal activities such as the burning of government buildings or actions that could result in the killing of demonstrators or security forces. Although children have committed some criminal activities in these cases, the trafficking definition still applies. The two elements of trafficking are present: the action element is the use of children to commit these illegal activities after receiving money from a broker in the street who hired them and the purpose of exploitation is slavery (since the traffickers take advantage of their poverty to exploit them to attain certain gain) or forced labor in which the lives of those children are
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threatened by committing these acts. However, it is useful to add another purpose of exploitation to the list of the third element in Egyptian law to describe this act such as “involvement in criminal activities” which has been defined in international instrument “EU Directive 2011/36EU” as “pick-pocketing, shop-lifting, drug trafficking and other similar activities which are subject to penalties and imply financial gain.”\textsuperscript{219} Exploitation in criminal activities or other illegal activities has been added by Uganda and Malaysia respectively to their national legislation.\textsuperscript{220}

Although those children committed crimes which are against Egyptian law, they are not criminally or civilly liable for these crimes since these crimes are associated with being victims of trafficking. This is as per Article 21 of Law No. 64 of 2010: “The victim shall not be criminally or civilly liable for any of the crimes of human trafficking as long as the crime occurred or was directly related to being a victim.”\textsuperscript{221} Moreover, executive regulation in Article 8 recognizes any other crime rather than the human trafficking crime;\textsuperscript{222} in other words, the victim cannot be considered a criminal if he has committed any crime which is related to the status of him being a victim.

Accordingly, children who have been exploited to commit illegal activities are not criminals, instead they are victims who have been trafficked by traffickers.

F. Conclusion

Different categories of people take advantage of the vulnerability of children and their inability to protect themselves through exploiting them especially orphaned and homeless children who are the most vulnerable. Those people traffic children through involving them in political conflicts either in the demonstrations or the sit-ins to achieve certain gains whether material or moral gain. The definition of trafficking applies to these scenarios according to international legislation and national legislation (the UN
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 Trafficking Protocol and Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding combating Human Trafficking). The elements of child trafficking include the action and the purpose of exploitation which constitute *actus reus* and *mens rea* respectively in criminal law. Using children in political conflict in Egypt is considered a new form of trafficking.

Because the three following elements under the purpose of exploitation element are to some extent similar “slavery, practices similar to slavery and servitude”; and “in most states these purposes of trafficking appear to be of limited importance, remain inadequately understood, and are rarely prosecuted,” I strongly suggest adding the following purpose of exploitation to the list of the purpose element in the Egyptian Anti-Trafficking Law “exploitation of children in political conflicts”. Accordingly, this will help the law enforcement officials and the public prosecutors to better understand the law and apply it, because there are only two cases which have been found to be trafficking crimes as per Law No. 64 of 2010 and the 2015 Trafficking in Persons Report for Egypt which referred to the lack of understanding of the law and the techniques used throughout the investigation process.

---

IV. Children during Political Conflicts under the UNCRC and Egyptian Child Law

The previous chapter sheds light on a new form of child trafficking in Egypt: the use of children in political conflicts that took place during and after the 25th of January Revolution. It can be legally categorized as a new form of trafficking in addition to the currently existing five forms. This form of trafficking has been defined in both international legislation and domestic law. Whereas Article 3(a) and 3(c) of the UN trafficking Protocol defines the trafficking of children, Egypt incorporates the trafficking definition in its domestic law in Article 2 of Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding combating Human Trafficking. This chapter will address the phenomenon of using children during demonstrations under the UNCRC and Egyptian Child Law.

A. Violence against Children and not Defined as Child Trafficking

Egyptian children have been used as political tools at the hands of certain political factions and the State itself to achieve political or moral gains, on the one hand, and to achieve material gain, on the other hand, when they have been rented by their mother to participate in sit-ins. In this section, I argue that the use of children in political conflicts is not legally categorized well as form of human trafficking whether in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (hereinafter UNCRC or CRC) or in the Egyptian Domestic Law “Law No. 12 of 1996 Promulgating the Child Law Amended by Law No. 126 of 2008 (hereinafter Child Law (2008)) compared to the UN Trafficking Protocol and the Egyptian Anti-Trafficking Law No. 64 of 2010 as discussed in the previous chapter. However, using them in different settings during political conflicts can be broadly categorized as a form of violence against those children in accordance with the UNCRC and the Child Law (2008).

This chapter will begin with an overview on the UNCRC and the articles that can be used to describe using children during political conflicts; moreover, the UNCRC is considered to be a poor instrument to legally categorize child trafficking. Additionally, Egypt is a
state party to the UNCRC;226 it was obliged to include the UNCRC articles in its national legislation to fulfill its obligations. Accordingly, different articles of the Child law (2008) will be indicated which are relevant to children who have been used in political conflicts. Finally, the new article which has been added in accordance with the Child Law (2008) to the Penal Code issued by Law no. 58 of 1937 will be discussed.

B. United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (hereinafter UNCRC or CRC)

The UNCRC is the result of a very long process that began decades before its formal proposal. The first international text that mentions “the rights of the child” was in 1924 when the Assembly of the League of Nations issued a resolution endorsing the Declaration of the Rights of the Child that was promulgated by the Save the Children International Union.227 The League of Nations was “invited to be guided by the principles” of this declaration which was then recognized as the 1924 Declaration of Geneva.228 In 1948, it acted as a basis for another declaration that was adopted by the General Assembly of the UN (UN replaced the League of Nations), known as the 1948 Declaration of the Rights of the Child.229 In 1959, the UN General Assembly promulgated this declaration and it became the 1959 UN Declaration of the Rights of the Child, and served as basis for drafting the UNCRC.230

The UNCRC was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1989 and entered into force in 1990.231 There are 140 signatory states; Egypt signed it in February 1990 and ratified it in July 1990.232 The four main guiding principles of the UNCRC that are required in execution of the convention are: the Non-discrimination principle (Article 2), the best interests of the child (Article 3), the right to life (Article 6) and the right to be heard
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(Article 12). The UNCRC is the most widely agreed upon convention among the states; all states have ratified it except two states which are Somalia (which has no government) and the United States. This convention is a legally binding instrument for almost all states for identifying the rights of young people and children. By ratifying the UNCRC, states are obliged to implement it in their national law, policy and practice; moreover, governments should submit reports to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child on a regular basis on their achievements to implement the UNCRC as per Article 44(1) of the convention. In return they receive reports from the Committee (concluding observations) that include recommendations on how to achieve compliance with the UNCRC as per Article 44(5).

Additionally, three Optional Protocols have been adopted by the UN GA to the UNCRC which broaden the UNCRC’s coverage over children’s lives and rights. These protocols are optional because the states which ratified the UNCRC have the right to sign them or not. The first two protocols were adopted on May 25, 2002 and entered into force on February 12, 2002 and January 18, 2002 respectively. These two protocols are
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the Optional Protocol on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography. Furthermore, the third protocol is the Optional Protocol on a Communications Procedure which was adopted on December 19, 2011 and entered into force on April 14, 2014. Whereas the first Optional Protocol raises the minimum age of a child who can join the armed forces from fifteen to eighteen years of age; the second Optional Protocol gives detailed obligations to the state parties on ending children sexual exploitation and child sales for non-sexual purposes such as child forced labour. The most recent Optional Protocol provides a complaint mechanism in which children can directly submit their complaints to the UN when their states violate their rights mentioned in the UNCRC. Egypt accessed the first two optional protocols on February 6, 2007 and July 12, 2002 respectively.

The UNCRC is somewhat broad and therefore ambiguous when it comes to the rights of children. For example, the UNCRC does not define child prostitution; however, it is defined in the Optional Protocol. The UNCRC in its Article 34 places obligations on states to protect children from all forms of sexual exploitation and to prevent the “exploitative use of children in prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices”; whereas the Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child
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pornography elaborates the purpose of exploitation for sexual activities in Article 2(b) as “the use of a child in sexual activities for remuneration or any other form of consideration.” Accordingly, the Optional Protocols were adopted to clarify and foreground the specific rights pertaining to children.

C. Using Children during Demonstrations under the UNCRC (Articles 32-36)

The UNCRC with its 54 articles mentions the word “trafficking or traffic” in two different provisions which are Article 33 in which the state should “prevent the use of children in the illicit production and trafficking of such substances” and Article 35 which places obligations on states to “prevent the abduction of, the sale of or traffic in children for any purpose or in any form.” Moreover, the UNCRC refers to the exploitation of children in various articles where different forms of exploitation and trafficking have been mentioned in Articles 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36. Further, these articles are interrelated according to the Committee on the Rights of the Child’s guidelines which group them under children in situations of exploitation, including physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration.

Firstly, Article 32 of the UNCRC refers to economic exploitation of the child and child labour according to the legislative history of the UNCRC. This article protects the child against “economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child's education, or to be harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.” Article 32 is related to Articles 33, 34 and 35 which address particular forms of exploitation; moreover, it is
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related to Article 36 which protects the child from other forms of exploitation that affect his or her welfare.\textsuperscript{256} Article 35 which refers to “abduction of, the sale of or traffic in children for any purpose or in any form” is especially related to Article 32, because the sale of children or traffic in children can be done for the purpose of economic exploitation of children.\textsuperscript{257} Furthermore, Article 32 is closely linked to Article 39 “which deals with the right of the child victim of, \textit{inter alia}, any form of exploitation to the promotion of his or her physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration”\textsuperscript{258} Additionally, Article 32 refers to the trafficking of children involved in hazardous work (economic exploitation) through applying other provisions of international instruments as per Article 32(1) and 32 (2) of the UNCRC:\textsuperscript{259}

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child's education, or to be harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.
2. States Parties shall take legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to ensure the implementation of the present article. To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of other international instruments, States Parties shall in particular…

It is important to note that Article 32 of the Convention is meant to be applied to child work as defined in other international conventions. Furthermore, the worst forms of child labour are defined in Article 3 of the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182), hereinafter ILO Convention, that was entered into force on November 19, 2000 and Egypt ratified on May 6, 2002:\textsuperscript{260}

(a) all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children, … (c) the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in particular for the production and trafficking of drugs as defined in the relevant international
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Additionally, Article 2(a) of the Optional Protocol to the CRC on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography defines the sale of children as “any act or transaction whereby a child is transferred by any person or group of persons to another for remuneration or any other consideration.”

Accordingly, the above two definitions, Article 3 of the ILO Convention and Article 2(a) of the Optional Protocol, apply to the use of children in political conflicts. So when children have been transferred from orphanages or rented by their families to participate in the demonstrations, they have been transferred (sold) by the leaders of the orphanages in the first case and by their families in the second case to other persons (who used them to participate in sit-ins); the gain is moral (other considerations) in the first case and financial (remuneration) in the second. Further, participation of children in sit-ins places their lives at risk and is harmful to their physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development as per Article 32(1) of the CRC and Article 3(d) of the ILO Convention. Moreover, using children to be part of demonstrations is considered to be a form of slavery (Article 3(a) of the ILO Convention) in which they have been treated as property and their traffickers took advantage of their poverty and their need for money particularly homeless children.

Furthermore, when children commit illegal activities during demonstrations either burning government buildings or throwing Molotov cocktails and receiving money in return, they have been trafficked according to Article 3(c) of the ILO Convention. Illicit activities have been defined by the ILO as “illegal activities or crimes” in which children are used to be involved in these crimes under pressure to get money to survive or to
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support their families. Moreover, children who have been involved in committing illegal activities are subjected to violence in which their lives are threatened and this interferes with their health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.

Because Article 32 of the UNCRC is strongly connected to Article 3 of the ILO Convention and as a result of the drafting the former article, the Committee urges states to ratify the ILO Convention and to apply it in the event they ratify the UNCRC.

Secondly, Article 33 of the UNCRC deals with the protection of children from drug abuse and prevention of using children in drug production and trafficking. This article covers the use of children in production and farming of these drugs since the Committee on the Rights of the Child in one of its Concluding Observations raises the issue of the use of children in farming coca in Colombia. This article is also closely related to Article 32 of the UNCRC which includes economic exploitation of children, because the use of children in production or trafficking of these drugs is using them as mules to obtain economic gain.

Thirdly, Article 34 and 35 of the UNCRC deal with sexual abuse and sexual exploitation in Article 34 and the selling and trafficking of children in Article 35. Although Article 34 addresses the sexual abuse and exploitation of children, the CRC during the process of drafting of this article meant to focus on sexual exploitation rather than sexual abuse.
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since the latter has been covered in Articles 19 and 39 of the convention. Additionally, there was a suggestion to separate sexual exploitation from trafficking since the latter includes other forms of trafficking rather than sexual trafficking. This is because some delegations from Mexico, Senegal, Venezuela, the ILO and the Informal NGO Ad Hoc Group during the drafting process were concerned about adding two separate articles, one article to protect children from sexual exploitation and another article to protect children from selling and trafficking. This suggestion is based on the fact that the sale and traffic of children is broader than sexual exploitation in which the former includes “economic exploitation, sexual exploitation and sexual abuse, as well as for reasons of adoption or labour.” Apart from this, the term exploitation is undefined in the UNCRC, although, it is mentioned in Articles 19 and 39, and it is the core of Article 32 (economic exploitation especially child labour). Moreover, the term exploitation “became the backbone of Article 36 of the CRC: “States Parties shall protect the child against all other forms of exploitation prejudicial to any aspects of the child's welfare.”

All in all, in order to separate sexual exploitation from trafficking since the latter is a broader term and includes several forms of exploitation, Article 35 was the result dealing with the abduction, sale and traffic of children. Article 35 deals with the prevention of “the abduction of, the sale of or traffic in children for any purpose or in any form.” Although the UNCRC does not define the terms used in this article: “abduction”, “sale” or “trafficking”, the first Special Rapporteur on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography mentions that the sale and trafficking of children are strongly related to each other and “[i]n most cases, elements of both are involved, but there is no
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line where one ends and the other begins.” Moreover the Special Rapporteur provided the following working definition to the Commission of Human Rights on the “sale of children” in 1994: “the transfer of a child from one party (including biological parents, guardians and institutions) to another, for whatever purpose, in exchange for financial or other reward or compensation.” The adoption of this definition includes the following categories: sale of children for commercial adoption, child labour, organ transplantation, and other types of sale including abduction, disappearance and child soldiers. Then the incumbent Special Rapporteur defined the sale of children in 1995 as “the transfer of parental authority over and/or physical custody of a child to another on a more or less permanent basis in exchange for financial or other reward or consideration.” Finally, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography introduced the following definition of sale of children in Article 2(a) in 2000 (the year of adoption of the Optional Protocol): “any act or transaction whereby a child is transferred by any person or group of persons to another for remuneration or any other consideration.” I believe that the second definition by the incumbent Special Rapporteur is exhaustive and strongly relates to using children in political conflicts as a form of trafficking, because it strengthens the definition of trafficking since it emphasizes the exercising of the rights of ownership over children (through using the wording “transfer of parental authority”) to obtain certain gains whether financial or moral. Moreover, the second definition emphasizes the concept of slavery wherein a child can be treated as a commodity or property through transferring the rights of ownership (which include purchase, sale, lending or bartering persons) from one person to another. However the first and third definitions are weak to a slight extent compared to the second definition since they deal with only the physical transfer of children and not the transfer of authority over the children. Suffice it to note here that the
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three definitions fulfill the definition of trafficking; however, the second one is the strongest one to clarify trafficking in children especially the use of children in political conflicts as a tool to achieve certain gains whether financial or in-kind.

Because Article 34 and 35 of the UNCRC do not define the notions of child prostitution, child pornography and sale of children, some countries focused on the need to adopt a new treaty which later became the Optional Protocol to the CRC on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography to define these concepts after the UNCRC entered into force in 1990.284 However, the UNCRC Committee did not welcome the adoption of a new treaty justifying the reason in that the rights included in the UNCRC are adequate, and can be complemented by other international instruments such as CEDAW, the UN Trafficking Protocol and the ILO Forced Labour Convention.285 The reason behind the Committee’s reticence was its concerns to avoid any duplication or overlap with other instruments and to avoid any inconsistency or incompatibility that might take place by drafting this protocol.286

Fourthly, Article 36 of the UNCRC deals with protection of “the child against all other forms of exploitation prejudicial to any aspects of the child's welfare.”287 This article denotes all other forms of exploitation other than forms that are mentioned in Article 32 (protecting children against economic exploitation), Article 33 (preventing the use of children in production and trafficking of drugs), Article 34 (protecting children from sexual exploitation) and Article 35 (preventing the sale and trafficking of children).288 Comparably, Article 36 is similar to Article 32 in that they both are strongly connected to Article 39. Additionally, Article 36 is connected to Article 39 which “promote[s] physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration of a child victim of” any form of exploitation.289 During the drafting of Article 36, there was a debate about the inclusion
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of social exploitation. The Canadian observer noted that the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in Article 10(3) dealt with the protection of children and young persons from both economic and social exploitation. She added that if the UNCRC explicitly protected children against economic exploitation (Article 32) and sexual exploitation (Article 34) but not explicitly has an article on social exploitation, “it would be a step backwards with regard to the Covenant.” However, there was some hesitancy in the incorporation of social exploitation in the UNCRC’s travaux préparatoires because of the fear that the article might be too limiting; it was important that the UNCRC provide protection against all other possible forms of exploitation. I believe that Article 36 is an open-ended article to encourage the state parties to incorporate other and new forms of exploitation that might arise in the future. Comparably, the UN Trafficking Protocol mentions the wording “at a minimum” before different purposes of exploitation to allow the protocol to cover other forms of trafficking that may arise after its adoption and entering into force.

Although the previous Articles 32 to 36 of the UNCRC deal with exploitation and trafficking of children, this Covenant is considered to be a weak international instrument in addressing the problem of child trafficking compared to the UN Trafficking Protocol which drew a map to identify victims of trafficking including its three elements. On the other hand, the UNCRC successfully defined exploitation either through the gaining of financial or moral benefits despite the fact that the UN Trafficking Protocol does not define this part in its exploitation definition. On the other hand, the UNCRC can legally categorize using children in political conflicts with a broader term than that covering trafficking and exploitation which is “violence” which is mentioned in Article 19 of the UNCRC that will be clarified later in this chapter.
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In order for Egypt to achieve its obligations under the UNCRC, it passed the first Egyptian legislation which guarantees children’s rights in 1996 by Decree 3452/1997; it translates the UNCRC provisions into Egyptian domestic law.\(^{295}\) The enactment of the 1996 Child Law is considered to be a great achievement for the NCCM in transferring and translating the provisions of the UNCRC into Egyptian legislation.\(^{296}\) In 2008, amendments to Child Law No. 12 of 1996 were made and new legislation was adopted (Law No. 126 of 2008). These amendments include the following: criminalization of female genital mutilation, raising the age of criminal responsibility of the child from seven to twelve, raising the age of marriage from sixteen to eighteen for girls and boys, elimination of discrimination against children who are born out of illegitimate marriage, creation of child nurseries inside prisons for children whose mothers are imprisoned, requirement of pre-marriage investigation, and increasing penalties for those who subject children to abuse.\(^{297}\) Accordingly, the Egyptian parliament adopted these amendments in June 2008 which was a step toward issuing the new Child Law (2008).\(^{298}\) Accordingly, the latest law includes an expansion of the legal protection for children especially with children at risk of being subjected to violence, abuse and exploitation.\(^{299}\)

Moreover, Article 144 of the Child Law (2008) necessitates the establishment of the NCCM which “shall enjoy the status of a legal person and have its seat in the city of Cairo.”\(^{300}\) In 1998, the NCCM was established accordingly, and it was responsible for all issues related to children such as planning, coordinating and monitoring the national activities pertaining to children.\(^{301}\) The NCCM Secretary General used to report directly to
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the First Lady; however, in 2009, the government created the Ministry of State of Family and Population under which the NCCM worked; since then, its minister reports directly to the Prime Minister.\(^{302}\) Most recently particularly in March 2011 after the 25\(^{th}\) of January Revolution, the NCCM works under the auspices of the Ministry of Health and Population as the Ministry of Family and Population was dissolved after the Revolution.\(^{303}\) Further, in order to ensure child protection under the law, the Child Law mandates the application of the Child Protection Mechanism which is a national policy adopted in coordination with UNICEF, where in every governorate and its districts, several Childs Protection Committees are established to address children's issues.\(^{304}\)

In the following section, we will see the applicability of the Child Law (2008) in dealing with children who have been used by several actors during the political conflicts in Egypt during and after the 25\(^{th}\) of January Revolution.

E. Using Children during Demonstrations under the Child Law (2008)

The NCCM condemned the involvement of children in the political scene in a way that responded to their human dignity.\(^{305}\) The General Secretary of the NCCM added that children had been used to collect stones to be thrown and as human shields, wearing death shrouds, throwing Molotov cocktails and having their pictures broadcast in the media in a way to incite violence; all these actions are considered to be violations of the Egyptian laws and the international conventions and charters which oblige the state to take legislative and social measures to promote and protect child’s rights.\(^{306}\) Additionally, the NCCM filed official reports to the Public Prosecutor gathering these actions against the children in order to protect children’s rights according to the Child Law (2008), particularly, Articles 96, 114 and 116-bis (b).\(^{307}\)
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In addition to the articles that were mentioned by the NCCM, there are other articles that deal with this social phenomenon – the use of children in political conflicts – that are mentioned in the Egyptian Child Law (2008). These articles include Article 3(a), 65, 96(2) and (6), 114 and 116 / 116-bis (b).

The first article that will be discussed in this section is Article 3(a) which is a generalized article under the general provisions section of the Child Law (2008) which protects children from “all forms of violence, or injury, or physical, mental or sexual abuse, or negligence, or negligent treatment, or any other forms of maltreatment or exploitation.”308 Neither the Child Law nor its executive regulation defines the meaning of violence or exploitation. Moreover, the executive regulation of the Child Law does not add any additional words of clarification, nevertheless, it added this article with the same wording in its Article 4(a) of its executive regulation.309

The second article is Article 65 which deals with child work “[t]he employment of children in any type of work that, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety, or morals of children shall be prohibited, in particular regarding the employment of a child in any type of work set forth in the ILO Convention No. 182 of 1999 on the Worst Forms of Child Labour”310 This article is restrictive in its wording compared to Article 32 of the UNCRC. Whereas the UNCRC refers to the “work” of children in Article 32, Article 65 deals with the “employment” of children. The word “work” is much broader in its application than the word “employment” as it refers to all work that is done by children regardless of the confinement of the employment relationship between an employer and employee.311 Accordingly, Article 32 of the UNCRC is more compatible with the worst forms of child labour which are mentioned in the ILO Convention No. 182 of 1999 (slavery including the sale and trafficking of children, sexual exploitation of children, involvement of
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children in illegal activities and hazardous work). On the contrary, Article 65 of the Child Law (2008) is less compatible as it only concentrates on one form of the ILO Convention which is the last and hazardous form. Moreover, the executive regulations in part five, chapter one of the Child Law regulates child employment specifying which types of work are allowed to children according to their ages. Suffice it to note here that worst forms of child labour such as sexual exploitation and involvement of children in illegal activities have been dealt with in other articles of the Child Law (2008). Moreover, Article 65 does not mention the economic exploitation of children compared to Article 32 of the UNCRC. As a result, Article 65 of the Child Law cannot be applied to different scenarios of using children in political conflicts compared to Article 32 of the UNCRC.

The third article is Article 96 that deals with the situations which put the child at risk and it is closely related to Article 3(a). The paragraphs of this article which are relevant to using children in political conflicts are Article 96(2) and (6):

The child shall be considered at risk if he is exposed to a situation threatening the sound upbringing that should be made available to him, or in any of the following cases:

2. If the conditions surrounding the child’s upbringing in the family, or at school, or in care institutions, or others, places him at risk, or if the child is exposed to neglect, abuse, violence, exploitation, or vagrancy.

6. If the child is exposed in the family, school, care institutions, or other to violence … or to commercial exploitation of children.

Neither the Child Law (2008) nor its executive regulation define the words “neglect, abuse, violence, exploitation, [or] vagrancy”, however those concepts can be understood from the General Comment No. 13 on Article 19 of the UNCRC. Violence according to the General Comment includes “all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse;” moreover, all these terms “carry equal weight” as violence. Even though, the concept of
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violence refers to physical and intentional harm, the Committee on the Rights of the Child stresses the importance of not minimizing non-physical and unintentional harm including neglect and psychological maltreatment.\textsuperscript{317}

Accordingly, when different actors used children to be part of the demonstrations either through participation or committing criminal activities; they put those children at risk and threatened their lives due to their exposure to violence. These children were exposed to injury and loss of life which is confirmed in UNICEF’s 2013 annual report on Egypt in which “at least 25 children were killed and several injured during violent clashes.”\textsuperscript{318}

The fourth article of the Child Law (2008) is Article 114 which is closely related to Article 96 where it imposes sanctions on “any person to whom the child was delivered and, as a result of neglecting his duties, the child committed a crime or was at risk according to one of the cases set forth in this Law.”\textsuperscript{319} This article can be applied to the caring institutions that put the lives of orphaned children at risk when they participated in the sit-ins carrying their shrouds or lifting signs to glorify Al-Sisi.

Lastly, Article 116 imposes penalties on “any adult who induces a child to commit a misdemeanor, or trains him to do it, or helps him, or facilitates it in any way.”\textsuperscript{320} This article is relevant to children who have been paid to commit criminal activities such as burning government buildings and throwing Molotov cocktails or stones. Furthermore, Article 116-bis (b) imposes penalties on “anyone who publishes, or broadcasts in the media any information or data, pictures, or drawings related to the identity of a child at a time when his case is being examined by the authorities concerned with children at risk or are in conflict with the law.”\textsuperscript{321} Accordingly, this is clearly related to SCAF who
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interviewed children confessing to the committing of certain illegal activities including the burning of the Academic Institute.  

Different articles of the Child Law (2008) can be legally categorized using children in political conflicts as violence, exploitation, abuse, negligence and maltreatment which are interrelated terms and carry equal weight on the one hand, and other articles imposing penalties on the actors who use children. However, due to the fact that some of the children’s rights might not be covered in the Child Law, the Child Law added new Article 291 to the Penal Code issued by Law No. 58 of 1937.

**F. Article 291 of the Penal Code issued by Law No. 58 of 1973**

Article 291 of the Penal Code has been added in accordance with Child Law (2008) to criminalize all forms of trafficking that children can be exposed to including commercial, economic and sexual exploitation.  

The Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights rephrased Article 291 of the Penal Code as “selling, buying or exposing for sale of a child; handing over, receiving or transporting a child as a slave; exploiting a child sexually or commercially; or using a child in forced labor or in any other illicit use, which is punished with a minimum of five years rigorous imprisonment.”

**G. Conclusion**

The UNCRC covered trafficking in children in a broad manner without providing guidance in its provisions on how trafficking occurs in children. Moreover, it fails to define economic exploitation or child trafficking. Accordingly, in order to protect children’s rights, the UNCRC must be read in accordance with other international conventions and its adopted protocols. Comparably, the Child Law and the UNCRC can be legally categorized the use of children in political conflicts as form of violence as
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V. Conclusion

Egyptian children have been used during and after the 25\textsuperscript{th} of January Revolution by different groups such as revolutionaries, political factions, the state itself or even by their families to achieve those groups’ personal interests. Different categories of Egyptian children have been used during the political conflicts in Egypt. Orphans were among those children who have been used; they were tools at the hands of Al-Sisi partisans and the MB to glorify the former and participate in the latter’s sit-ins. Moreover, homeless children have also been used by the MOI as human shields to deter the protestors. In addition to orphans and homeless children, some families rented their children to participate in the sit-ins and got money in return. Further, the SCAF used children in one of its press conference to confess that they burnt the Academic Institute and committed crimes related to the Council of Ministers incident. Those different group of people used children to achieve certain personal gain. On the one hand, MB, SCAF and MOI used them to achieve political gains either to stimulate the spectators’ sympathy toward MB, to calm down the anger of the public opinion when children confessed of committing burning of government buildings or to achieve protection of the MOI who used them as human shields to deter the opposite group of demonstrators.

Using children in political conflicts is legally categorized as a new form of trafficking according to the UN Trafficking Protocol and Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding combating Human Trafficking. The basic two elements of child trafficking crime include the action and the purpose of exploitation which constitute actus reus and mens rea respectively under criminal law. Using children in political conflict is a new form of trafficking which has arisen in Egypt since the 25\textsuperscript{th} of January Revolution. The action element includes the use, harbouring and receipt of children; whereas the purposes of exploitation element include slavery or forced labor of children. Whereas the UN Trafficking Protocol does not elaborate the intention of exploitation, the Egyptian law indicates that the person(s) who commit the crime will obtain either material or moral benefit as per Article 1 of the executive regulation. The material gain here is received by the family in the form of
money when they rent their children to others to participate in the demonstrations; whereas the moral benefit can be political gain. Accordingly, the material and moral gain can be used to determine the intention of exploitation. So, if the gain is not present and the action and purpose of exploitation are present in case of children, this case amounts to trafficking crime regardless of the presence of the gain. It is strongly recommended to add this new form of trafficking “exploitation of children in political conflicts” to the list of purpose of exploitation element in Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding combating Human Trafficking, because other purposes of exploitation are to some extent similar in their definitions such as slavery, practices similar to slavery and servitude.

On the other hand, the UNCRC and the Egyptian Child Law (2008) fail to legally categorize using children in political conflicts as a form of human trafficking compared to the UN Trafficking Protocol and Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding combating Human Trafficking, although they contain some articles on trafficking. The UNCRC articles that are related to trafficking are Articles 32-36, however, these articles give broad definition of trafficking without specifying the elements of child trafficking. Accordingly, those articles should be read in accordance with other international instruments such as the ILO Convention in order to legally categorize using of children in political conflicts as form of trafficking. Further, the following articles are related to using children in political conflicts in Egyptian Child Law (2008): Articles 3(a), 96, 114, 116 and 116-bis (b). These articles used interrelated and broad terms, such as violence, exploitation, abuse, negligence and maltreatment, however, some of these articles impose penalties on the actors who abuse children such as Articles 116 and 116-bis (b).

Even though, the UNCRC and the Child Law (2008) fail to properly categorize using children in political conflicts as a form of trafficking, they both legally categorizes using those children as form of violence as per Article 19 and General Comment No. 13 on Article 19 of the UNCRC and Articles 3(a), 96(2), 96(6) of the Child Law (2008). Because the definition of violence is very broad in the CRC, it needs to be strictly defined. Additionally, Child Law (2008) can complement the UNCRC through legally
categorizing the use of children in political conflicts as “children at risk” due to their exposure to violence.

Although the term violence is very broad and it is interrelated to other terms, the Child Law (2008) successfully achieved a step forward when it added Article 291 to the Penal Code which limits the trafficking definition compared to the Child Law and the UNCRC.

To conclude, the UN Trafficking Protocol and Law No. 64 of 2010 regarding combating Human Trafficking legally categorize using children in political conflicts in Egypt as a new form of trafficking, however, the UNCRC and the Child Law (2008) fail to do so. On the other hand, the UNCRC and the Child Law (2008) legally categorize using children during political conflicts as form of violence, however, this term was broadly used by these two instruments.